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World of Warcraft (WoW) may be a source of inspiration to 
enrich the Personal Informatics systems user’s experience 
and, at the same time, improve gamification design. 
Through the findings of a four-year reflexive ethnography 
in WoW, I outline how its game design elements support 
players in making sense of their own data, emphasizing 
how “game numbers” are turned into meanings. On the 
basis of the study results, I propose a series of design 
considerations to be used in the design of self-tracking 
systems, which recommend to embody data into digital 
entities, provide different analytical tools depending on the 
users’ expertise through a flexible model, and foster the 
formation of “communities of practice” in order to support 
learning processes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, we are witnessing games overflowing the 
boundaries in which they were traditionally circumscribed. 
Not only serious games [56], entertainment environments 
with training purposes, and pervasive games [57], taking 
place in the daily living activities, but also novel design 
techniques are making visible the strict connection tying the 
ludic and the “real” world. Gamification is precisely the use 
of “game design elements in non-game contexts” [20], and 
is part of this cultural transformation where games 
increasingly seep into other areas than just video games. 
Gamification has been used to motivate and engage users in 
diverse contexts, such as health [41], crowdsourcing [59], 
and system evaluations [74]. Despite its effectiveness in 
impacting on users’ behavior [33], gamification has been 
criticized on a variety of accounts: for instance, it has been 
noted that it may reduce, rather than enhance, the user’s 
engagement [69], actually leading to the pointsification of 
the experience [78]. This critique highlights one of the 
weakest point of the current gamification practices, namely 
the scarce variety of game elements used in the design 
process. Despite the many suggestions for going beyond the 
most common gamified interventions, for example by 
embedding values [85], exploiting altruism [68], and 
supporting intrinsic motivations [71], designers are still 
employing a limited set of designs, having also a weak 
understanding of how they affect the user’s experience [88].  
Curiously, gamification has mostly ignored the design 
practices coming from full-fledged video games, as well as 
the players’ subjective experiences, i.e. how they “live” and 
understand the games they play. What I want to emphasize 
here, then, is the need of investigating how video games are 
capable of creating engaging and enjoyable experiences in 
their players, and how such experiences can be exploited 
when we aim at designing novel and more effective 
gamified applications. Video games incorporate a profound 
understanding of how game elements have to be designed, 
and it is paramount to exploit such understanding for 
creating “gameful” systems. I also argue that we should 
focus on how players interpret and “feel” the game worlds 
in which they are inserted, looking at play “from the 
inside”. This may be called a “phenomenological” 
approach, since it values the players’ subjectivity (e.g. how 
they construct meaning) rather than their external behavior. 
More precisely, I claim that this approach can be usefully 
employed to draw inspiration from games in order to design 
novel gamified Personal Informatics (PI) systems. 
PI systems are “those that help people collect personally 
relevant information for the purpose of self-reflection and 
gaining self-knowledge” [50]. They are growing in 
popularity due to the recent advancements in both 
ubiquitous and wearable technologies [72], so that it has 
been forecasted that wearable self-tracking technologies 
will eclipse US $70 billion by 2024 [40], making a huge 
quantity of personal data available soon [42]. Nevertheless, 
there is also an increasing skepticism with reference to the 
capabilities of these tools in giving users visible benefits 
[38], and research emphasized that one third of the 
Americans that purchased a PI device abandoned it after six 
months of use [44]. On this vein, Rapp & Cena [73] 
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highlighted how users with no self-tracking experiences 
find tracking their own data burdensome and scarcely 
engaging. Although gamification has been actually 
employed in PI systems [e.g. 101], such technique has been 
addressed more at provoking a change in users’ behavior 
[77] rather than improving their engagement, or increasing 
their self-knowledge. I think that we should look at the 
world of videogames to understand how players account for 
and “live” their “game data” and how such data might help 
them enhance their self-knowledge and self-awareness as 
players, using this understanding to improve PI design.  
In this paper, I will describe how World of Warcraft (WoW) 
can represent a source of inspiration to enrich the user 
experience of PI systems. Massively Multi Player Online 
Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) might be an optimal 
object of study for this purpose, since they require their 
players to manage a large amount of information, in the 
form of quantitative data and stats (i.e., stats of players’ 
performances), in order to maximize their characters and 
face the hardest game challenges. My contribution to HCI, 
gamification and PI research will be twofold. First, I will 
explore how WoW’s game design elements support players 
in making sense of their own data through a reflexive 
ethnography, emphasizing how numbers are turned into 
meanings from a phenomenological perspective. Second, on 
the basis of these findings I will propose a series of design 
recommendations to be used in the design of PI systems. 
RELATED WORK 
PI systems have origins in lifelogging research [32], even if 
they can be dated to the spreading of the private use of 
weight scales at the start of the 20
th
 century [17]. They aim 
at collecting personal data, which may be physiological, 
psychological or behavioral, and feed them back to users, to 
increase their self-awareness [72]. Over the last ten years, 
PI systems have been developed mainly by HCI researchers 
for therapeutic or behavior change goals, exploiting the 
reactive effects of self-monitoring, i.e. the phenomenon in 
which the process of recording behavior causes the 
behavior to change [66]: from physical activity [14, 30] and 
wellbeing [2], to mental health [55], personal data have 
been used to promote healthy lifestyle and support patients 
with chronic diseases. Outside the research domain, self-
tracking has been a common practice among the quantified 
selfers for years, a sort of “extreme” user group that tracks 
for self-experimentation and self-knowledge [54].  
However, recently, a plethora of self-tracking tools have 
been developed for commercial purposes. As a result, the 
practice of tracking personal data has also spread outside 
the circle of quantified selfers, reaching a broader user base. 
It has been noted, nonetheless, that such instruments require 
a considerable effort from their users, in terms of time, 
compliance, and long-term engagement, so that most of the 
“newbies” self-trackers find their use too burdensome, 
quickly abandoning them [47, 73]. To increase users’ 
engagement and enjoyment in using PI instruments, HCI 
researchers widely employed gamification techniques. Zhao 
et al. [100] reviewed how gamification can be utilized in 
conjunction with wearable devices for activity tracking, 
whereas Morschheuser et al. [58] showed that gamification 
has a positive effect on the motivation to use PI 
applications. Leaderboards [101], points [8], and 
competitive dynamics [11] have been experimented to 
increase users’ engagement with PI tools, also taking into 
account personality types [45] and developing tailor-made 
games directly connected with personal data [60].  
Despite gamification’s supposed effectiveness in PI 
domain, designers employed a limited variety of game 
elements (points, badges, and leaderboards, the so-called 
PBL triad [98]) until now, actually being addressed to 
change behavior, rather than supporting self-awareness and 
self-knowledge. By and large, this is a trend in PI research, 
which oriented its efforts more toward behavior change 
goals, than toward sense-making of quantitative data [77]. 
Criticizing this trend, Epstein et al. [23] shifted the attention 
from behavior change to how tracking tools are experienced 
by people in their everyday lives. Whereas, Rapp & Tirassa 
[77] explicitly claimed that PI research needs to go back to 
its initial ambition by enhancing individuals’ self-
knowledge through a phenomenological approach.  
Building on top of these insights, I argue for the need to 
expand the catalogue of game elements employed in PI 
designs by drawing inspiration from how full-fledged 
games involve their players: this would turn into “new 
tools” to be used in PI systems, not only for modifying 
behavior, but for supporting sense-making and self-
knowledge. In doing so, I suggest that we can better exploit 
gamification potentialities, if we start looking at “game 
elements” from “a first person point of view”, actually 
adopting a phenomenological perspective that values the 
individuals’ subjective experiences, i.e. how they perceive 
and understand the “game elements” they interact with. 
This would allow, on the one hand, to account for how 
players ascribe meaning to their game data, and, on the 
other hand, to help designers reproduce such “best 
practices” in other domains. A phenomenological approach 
[34, 39] precisely focuses on the construction of meanings 
and on how data are made accountable and actionable from 
the “internal” point of view of the subject, rather than from 
the “external” one of behavior. To this aim, I argue that a 
reflexive ethnography of WoW, which precisely values the 
ethnographer’s subjectivity, may provide insights for PI. 
In WoW, players progress through 110 levels of play, 
exploring a fantasy world called Azeroth, where they can 
gain weapons, face missions, and kill enemies. Even if 
WoW does not have a “final” objective, players aim to 
improve their characters to accomplish the most difficult 
challenges of the game. They might personalize their avatar 
by choosing its “race” (e.g. Dwarf) and class (e.g. Paladin), 
which will impact on its abilities and play opportunities: for 
example, mages can cast spells from distance, whereas 
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warriors can engage only in hand-to-hand melees. 
Moreover, players are differentiated in damage per second 
(dps), with the main objective of slaying monsters, tank, 
taking damage for the other members of the group, and 
healer, who heals companions during battles. These 
asymmetrical skills support collaboration among players, 
who gather in temporary (pick-up groups) or structured 
groups (guilds) to complete instances (5-player dungeons) 
and raids (from-10-to-30-player dungeons). WoW entered 
“the offline culture’s everyday speech to a greater extent 
than have most other computer games” [15], setting the 
MMORPGs “genre standards” [19], and representing the 
most typical case of MMORPGs [79]. Since the typicality 
of the case under study is paramount to generalize the 
results of an ethnographic research [29], I selected WoW as 
the object of my fieldwork, in order to better ground the 
recommendations for design I aimed at drawing from my 
research findings, giving them a more general validity.  
Over the years, HCI research explored WoW’s players 
under a variety of accounts, like guilds’ combat styles [19] 
and characters’ value [52]. In particular, several works used 
ethnography to understand the characteristics of WoW’s 
culture and society. Nardi & Harris [64], for instance, 
explored forms of collaborative play, whereas Nardi et al. 
[65] investigated processes of learning through chat 
conversations with peers. Other works focused on real-life 
friends and their impact on in-game challenges [90], 
conflicted dynamics within guilds [10], as well as between 
players and Blizzard [28], or norms and governance styles 
shaping the game experience [89]. Similarly to this 
research, my work is inscribed in the virtual ethnography 
tradition [36], which has anthropologically investigated 
social and cultural dynamics within virtual worlds [5]. In 
this work, however, I pointed to how specific design 
elements engage players in “analytical” activities, as well as 
help them make sense of their “numbers”. This may narrow 
the ethnographer’s perspective if compared with previous 
virtual ethnographic research aimed at understanding the 
embedded culture of a specific digital world. However, it 
also allows the fieldworker to focus on specific game 
elements suitable to be translated, with opportune 
adjustments, to other contexts. 
METHOD 
Fieldwork was composed of participant observation, 
document analysis and semi-structured interviews, 
conducted in three different phases: in the first one, from 
October 2012 to March 2014, I explored how WoW engages 
its players [71]; in the second one, from June 2014 to May 
2015, I studied how it drives their behavior [70, 76]; and in 
the last phase, from October 2015 to September 2016 I 
focused on how it makes players reflect on their personal 
identity. Each new phase entailed a revision of the previous 
collected data in the light of the new ones. My ethnographic 
work embraced the reflexive approach in which the 
fieldworker’s experience is observed together with that of 
other “natives”, and her theoretical and methodological 
choices are constantly accounted through the reflexive 
description [9, 82, 96]. Differently from the more common, 
at least within HCI ethnographies, ‘realist teller’, reflexivity 
paints the reality under investigation from the fieldworker’s 
subjective point of view [96]. Reflexivity has been then 
often paired with autoethnography, which reports the 
ethnographer’s personal experiences in the ethnographic 
recounting [95]. By inserting myself in the reflexive 
tradition, which had only a marginal voice until now within 
HCI [82], I not only adopted a first-person narration, but 
also gathered, analyzed and considered relevant the data 
coming from my personal experience of play in WoW. I 
played two expansions of WoW, Mists of Pandaria and 
Warlords of Dreaenor, and their patches, achieving the level 
cap with my main character, enrolling in a variety of guilds, 
and playing almost all the dungeons present in the game. 
Moreover, I perfected my character, learnt professions, 
farmed (collecting resources) and crafted (creating objects 
from raw materials) a variety of items. This allowed me to 
understand the players’ experiences “from the inside”, 
constantly comparing their reports about their sense-making 
activities with my own personal histories. 
My knowledge about PI usage, instead, has been developed 
through a review of the current literature and interviews to 
both inexperienced and expert trackers (part of this research 
can be found here [73]). It allowed me to hypothesize and 
then identify similarities between WoW players and PI 
users. As we will see in the Results Section, inexperienced 
PI users and WoW novices find the same difficulties in 
managing their personal data. Whereas quantified selfers 
and WoW hardcore gamers enact similar strategies to make 
sense of their data. These players relate to power gamers 
described by Taylor, gamers that play in ways we typically 
do not associate with notions of fun: they adhere to a cause-
and-effect model of game involvement, and facilitate their 
play style through a variety of social activities [93, 94].  
During the fieldwork, I collected different materials. First, I 
analyzed an ample variety of WoW related documents, from 
forum posts of the guilds I participated, to the articles 
posted in fandom websites such as Wowpedia and 
WoWWiki. Then, I observed and participated to more than 
1200 hours of game play, recording most of the informal 
interactions I had with other players through the WoW’s 
chat log, and taking notes about players’ behaviors and 
dynamics. I also wrote down my own experiences of play 
and reflections on them in the form of a diary. This material 
has been reviewed on a daily basis, immediately after 
ending a game session. Observation has been conducted 
mainly in an Italian PvE server (Player vs. Environment), in 
which players cannot fight each other with the exception of 
certain areas. However, to also account for the game 
dynamics of the PvP servers (Player vs. Player), where 
players can fight each other everywhere, I played for 150 
hours in an Italian PvP server. I have to highlight that the 
geographical localization of the servers in which I 
conducted the fieldwork might have affected the findings I 
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gathered, since players located in other parts of the world 
(especially in Asia) might experience the game differently 
due to cultural differences. Moreover, my ethnographic 
research was conducted in two precise expansions of WoW. 
Although I retraced experiences with the previous versions 
of the game from some of my participants’ descriptions, the 
results described here may not find confirmation if referred 
to previous or subsequent versions of WoW. 
Besides all the recorded informal conversations, I also 
formally interviewed 36 players, 16 in the first phase of the 
ethnographic work, 12 in the second, and 8 in the last one. 
Participants were interviewed both in the game world (18) 
and in the “real world (18). The sample was differentiated 
on the basis of: i) gaming experience; ii) frequency of play; 
iii) social centrality, i.e. importance and reputation in the 
player’s social network (e.g. officers or masters of a guild 
were considered as having a high social centrality). The 
final sample can be divided into: hardcore gamers (16), 
with a character at the level cap, more than 2 years of 
playing experience in WoW, and a frequency of play of 
more than 20 hours per week; normal players (9), having a 
character at level 80-90 (Pandaria) or 90-100 (Draenor), 
with more than 6 months of experience and a frequency of 
play of 10-20 hours per week; novices (9), who have a 
character at level 30-80 (Pandaria) or 40-90 (Draenor) at 
the moment of the interview, with less than 6 months of 
experience, playing less than 10 hours per week. Two 
players, who quit playing WoW before the interview, were 
added as outliers, in order to take into account processes of 
disengagement. Participants were recruited mainly in a PvE 
server (26 out of 36), leveraging my in-game  social 
networks (23 out of 36), or randomly enrolled in a pick-up 
group (13 out of 36) after a brief screening interview.  
Interviews lasted around three hours each and explored the 
players’ personal histories within the game and their 
relations with WoW’s design elements. The questions were 
defined on the basis of my personal experience in the game, 
as well as the informal conversations I had during the 
ethnographic work. Questions were focused on exploring 
how the game impacted on players’ behavior, how it 
supported them in developing a better knowledge of 
themselves as players, and how it favored their social 
interactions (e.g., “Recount your personal history in WoW 
from the beginning”; “Describe the game features that you 
value more: why are they so important? What kind of 
effects they have on you as a player?”; “Describe your 
social life in WoW. What features helped you connect with 
others?”; “Describe how you perceive yourself in the game 
and your “relation” with your character. Are there game 
elements supporting you in managing and developing it?”). 
Participants were free to talk of the game elements they 
considered important and to explore themes not foreseen in 
the initial list of questions. I decided to stop interviewing, 
settling for 36 participants, when I realized that additional 
data would not have produced substantial new findings for 
the goals of my research, following a data saturation 
criterion [6]. Interviews were registered using an audio 
recorder, and then transcribed verbatim, or the WoW’s chat 
log. Interviewees were not compensated for their 
participation. Players’ names have been changed due to 
privacy reasons. 
Data were analyzed through a thematic analysis, using open 
and axial coding techniques [92], in order to discover 
relevant categories and relationships among data. I 
generated initial open codes by individuating data features 
that I considered relevant. Then, I broke data down by 
taking apart sentences and by labeling them. Resulting 
codes were then categorized together in themes, also using 
affinity diagrams. Finally, I reviewed and named the 
themes. In the following, I want to focus on the analysis of 
the players’ practices for making their data accountable and 
actionable. In WoW, players manage a huge amount of 
quantitative information, spending days in tracking and 
bettering their in-game performances on the basis of a 
thorough data analysis. How does WoW help players 
manage all these “numbers”? How do players turn this 
quantitative knowledge into meanings? Are there design 
elements that could be successfully applied to PI to support 
users in understanding their personal data? To answer these 
questions, I reviewed the data collected during the four 
years of my fieldwork. The analysis allowed me to revise 
my previous findings, rethinking, deepening and 
systematizing them on the basis of the new data collected 
during the last phase of my research.  
FINDINGS 
In the following, I will describe the three most relevant 
themes emerged during the analysis. Data embodiment 
refers to WoW designs that incorporate numeric values 
giving them a concrete representation, in the form of items 
or equipment. Self-experimentation, instead, points to WoW 
players’ practices of data management, where they engage 
with hypothesis formulation, field test and data analysis. 
Finally, communities of practices highlights how social 
relationships allow WoW players to learn interpretative 
strategies in order to make sense of their own data. 
Data embodiment  
Notes of the 21th of February, 2016. I recently changed my 
spec turning my mage from Arcane into Fire. [...] 
Practically, I had to modify all my character’s values and 
priorities to return to an acceptable level of power. [...] I 
have to seek a new equipment, rebalance all my talents, this 
will take a lot of time. It is strange how at the beginning of 
my experience in WoW all these data were confusing, quite 
meaningless for me. I perceived them as “cold” numbers 
[...]. In the first phases of the game I tried to make sense of 
those data, but that was nothing more than an exploratory 
joke. Now, I learnt to connect all these numbers with my 
“virtual self” in the game: they represent aspects of me, 
testify how much I am good at playing my role. Numbers 
are also materialized in the gear I wear. Somehow, I learnt 
to see them in the objects I owe: the items acquired after a 
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raid or a quest are more than mere data, or means to 
increase stats; they are tied to the in-game experiences in 
which they were found. 
Characters and their equipment represent a sort of 
“physical” materialization of the quantitative knowledge 
that players have to master to succeed in the game. Each in-
game avatar is characterized by a series of numeric values 
that symbolize how much “powerful” it is, what kind of 
abilities it has, and how it will perform during battles. 
These data, however, are not abstract numbers, but are 
embodied in virtual bodies and objects that give them a 
“shape” and a value. Although playing at the maximum 
level requires a deep understanding of the game’s 
underlying numeric mechanisms, as we will see in the next 
sub-section, players pursue this goal without the impression 
of manipulating mere quantities. Instead, they both perceive 
their “quantitative self” into a “living” character, and 
manage numbers through “virtual entities”, to which they 
ascribe a variety of meanings. 
Enea emphasizes that “My character has been the same for 
years. It represents what I am, I can say that I grow up with 
it... Every time it gets more power, I feel to be enhanced as 
well, it’s like if I were in there”. Almost all the hardcore 
gamers interviewed (13 out of 16) express this kind of 
projection into their main characters, emphasizing how 
working on their development implies a work on their 
“self” within the game. For players, increasing the 
character’s stats, rebalancing its weights among diverse 
skills, and experimenting different combinations of items 
that modify its “numbers” are ways for acting upon their 
digital self beyond the screen. The character makes visible 
on its surface all the modifications happened in its “inside”, 
it is a sort of living entity that shows its inner changes: new 
gear and items not only increase its power and rebalance its 
abilities, but also modify its appearance, so that players can 
immediately recognize a variation in its “data”. This 
visibility of the avatar’s evolution help individuals reflect 
on themselves as players, and think of their digital identity. 
Pyros explains: “Look at my warrior, now it exactly looks 
like how I perceive myself as a player here in WoW. It’s 
severe, inflexible, but not frightening. It makes me think of 
how much I’m inclined to help others when needed, but also 
how I can’t bear someone that tries to cheat me”.  
It is worth noting, that players are not passive spectators of 
their characters’ growth, but actively take care of them, by 
carefully selecting those items that might enhance their 
skills. Ludos, a novice just entered in WoW, says “At the 
beginning you want only to reach the level cap as soon as 
possible to start raiding. You acquire and discharge a lot of 
items, but you don’t know how to choose them, the 
character grows somehow automatically”. This opinion is 
shared by the majority of novices (8 out of 9) and normal 
players (7 out of 9). Characters quickly evolve along a 
linear path, by gaining experience points, and initially the 
equipment is mainly seen as a way to beautify them. 
However, as the players’ experience raises “You become 
aware that those objects are not all the same. That you need 
a strategy to develop your character, and well, you start 
paying attention to what abilities should be improved, what 
kind of stats do you need, you start studying a lot... [...] but 
it’s not boring at all. You’re not only increasing some 
values, but you’re searching for objects, facing battles for 
them”, Mytral says, an hardcore gamer.  
Digital objects, like gear and items, in fact, embody not 
only numeric values, but also interpretations, episodes, and 
emotions. Each piece of equipment, for example, is linked 
to the battle in which it has been gained; it is tied to a thread 
of memories made up of struggles, failures, collective 
endeavors and successes; it symbolizes a place and a time; 
and it can be preserved, collected, used as a commodity, or 
donated. Niren is a player who dedicated years to perfect 
his warrior. Although now he is a lone wolf, preferring to 
wonder alone in the lands of Azeroth, in the past he was the 
officer of one of the most renowned guilds of his server. 
From that period he maintains some important memories, 
embodied in the equipment he preserved: “This battleplate 
[...] It is important for me because it was the first item that 
improved so much my stamina in one shot… but, you know, 
in WoW obtaining a piece is often only a step for obtaining 
the next one… But I preserved this, along with many other 
pieces, because it makes me remember a lot of things of that 
time…. Other rare objects, well, I sold them, because I 
wanted to forget the moments they were connected with”.   
Self-experimentation 
Players learn to deal with numbers through trials and errors. 
To excel in the game and become extremely powerful they 
need to master a “quantitative knowledge” made up of stats, 
formulas, and macros. WoW reinforces the acquisition of 
such knowledge by rewarding its players with visible 
results: the “right numbers” entail an immediate increase in 
the damage provoked, or in the capability of healing and 
generating aggro (i.e., the interests of a monster). This turns 
into higher performances in raids and, in the long term, a 
greater reputation among the party members, as well as an 
increased respect from novices.  
We have to note that the game’s features provide a strong 
support in making users develop such knowledge. Over the 
years, WoW allowed the spread of a variety of add-ons and 
third-party applications that help players expand their 
“knowledge through numbers”. Although they have not 
been developed by Blizzard, but are often the outcome of 
the players’ hard work, WoW permits their interconnection 
with the game and its interface. For instance, some mods 
(i.e. another name for add-ons in the game jargon) make 
visible the party members’ performance in a raid, like the 
damages provoked by the dps, allowing for a comparative 
evaluation of the character’s setting within the group. This 
enables players to immediately assess not only the absolute 
“value” of their avatar, but also its relative power, fostering 
the formulation of new hypotheses about its weaknesses 
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and strengths. Enea highlights that “when I change 
something relevant in my warrior, the first thing that I do is 
to test it on the field. Commonly, I prefer to test it with 
strangers, in a pick-up group, hoping to find another 
powerful warrior. At the end of the dungeon I look at the 
final stats, to see whether I am in the first position [w.r.t. 
the damages made]. If not, I try to understand what kind of 
items the other has, and where I can better myself”. 
Besides those add-ons that favor the performance 
evaluation on the field, players have at their disposal a large 
amount of tools directly aimed at facilitating the 
experimentation of novel combinations of items: such tools 
are tailored to the players’ level of expertise, so that 
everyone might find an aid addressed to her needs. 
Kaershan, for example, a normal player with a middle level 
of experience, told me that “You definitely have to try out 
askmrrobots. I use it every time I gain a new piece of 
gear… For example, you had a 630 blue cloak but now you 
are wearing a 655 heroic cloak that you gained in a raid 
last week. [...] But yesterday you won a new ring by 
defeating a boss raid. Then, you go to askmrrobots and you 
see that your old 630 cloak is now better itemized than the 
655 one, since your stat weights changed to take advantage 
of this new ring”. Instruments like askmrrobots, therefore, 
can quickly recommend the optimal gear to wear, 
representing a valuable aid to make players’ numbers 
meaningful without requiring strong efforts from them. 
However, other, more expert, players may opt for more 
focused and customizable tools, like the Pawn add-on, 
which can help them select the best gear choices among 
those available, after carefully setting up the character’s stat 
weights: these kinds of instruments require a previous 
knowledge about the optimal weights to be distributed 
among the character’s skills, so that they cannot be used by 
inexperienced players, as the majority of them emphasizes 
(8 out of 9 normal players). 
As the players’ expertise increases, nonetheless, other needs 
appear to emerge. Abraxas is a real hardcore gamer: he is in 
Azeroth since its beta-version, and he developed in ten 
years of play more than thirty characters at the maximum 
level. He is exclusively oriented toward performance, and 
his most beloved character is a death knight. When I met 
him for the first time in a pick-up group during a raid, I was 
impressed by his strength. We sat apart after the battle and 
we started talking about how he became so powerful. 
Abraxas clearly explains that “My dk [death knight] doesn’t 
follow the game’s standards, I mean according to the 
guides it had to be developed in a certain way. Instead, I 
found, by studying it, another way to evolve it that now 
allows me to practically never die. But to reach this goal 
you have to study hours and hours, and experiment 
hundreds of combinations on the field… I took a lot of notes 
to figure out the algorithm behind my character… I also 
developed a script to speed up the calculations I need”. 
Players extremely oriented toward perfection like Abraxas 
(10 out of 16 hardcore players in the sample) often use tools 
like SimCraft, an instrument that shows how much damage 
can be done in optimal conditions and with perfect timing 
rotations. Then, they try to reach and surpass those results, 
by systematically experimenting different gear 
combinations, stat weights, and rotations on the 
battleground. To this aim, they use notes, formulas, self-
made scripts and everything that may help them analyze 
their characters’ stats in deep. Such users represent a minor 
quota of players but they are the most motivated to play. In 
this perspective, they show an attitude toward numbers that 
resembles the quantified selfers’ practices, who build their 
own tools to overcome the barriers they encounter in 
managing their data [12]. 
Communities of practice 
Notes of the 10th of April, 2016. There are a variety of 
guilds, each one with its own rules. However, despite all 
these differences, I may say that each guild is a sort of 
“apprenticeship laboratory”: Lave called this kind of 
groups communities of practice. [...] I started 
understanding what those numbers really mean only when I 
participated to the life of a guild. I remember that the first 
real advancement in my knowledge is dated to when I 
became a “regular mage” in the Emperors. Acquiring a 
stable position, as a dps, in raids, having a common goal, 
“working” together with others, gave me the opportunity of 
learning by observation and inquiry. I could ask others for 
every doubts I had and be corrected in the course of action. 
[...] The most interesting part, here, was the need of 
learning a series of “rules of thumbs”, traditions that were 
handed down, which taught tactics to maximize characters, 
and “secrets” for crafting more effective items.  
Mastering WoW’s knowledge is anything but a simple task, 
as it requires time, hard study, and endless trials and errors. 
However, a lot of support comes from other players, 
specifically from guilds’ companions. The guild’s life is 
regulated by a series of norms, hierarchies, and habits. 
Players continuously share their experience and knowledge 
by having a common objective, enhancing their skills and 
fostering learning. Jaiss explains that “Even when you do a 
mistake, you always find someone that try to understand 
with you what got wrong. For example, yesterday, I could 
not figure out why my new coat reduced my power of 
healing. [...] I reviewed my gear with the other druids of my 
guild, we made some attempts, we tried new sets in a 
dungeon, and then we understood the reason... The fact is 
that we have a common goal, so it’s natural to learn 
together”. A shared aim strengthens cooperation among 
participants to perfect their play, also as a function of 
competition with other guilds. Halo emphasizes that “We 
want to maximize our performance mainly because we 
strive for becoming the first guild of our server [...] this is a 
matter of prestige”. 
Moreover, guilds transmit their tacit knowledge through a 
series of routines and “traditions” that players have to 
incorporate during their process of “socialization”. Such 
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routines not only give the pace of the daily living, by 
setting, for example, the hours of play and the tasks to be 
accomplished, but also allow players to acquire an expertise 
that would be impossible to be developed only by 
themselves. Pyros, for instance, describes the typical wrap-
up after a raid: “After the raid, instead, we always have a 
wrap-up. We carefully review together all the stats of the 
raid, the individual performances. We analyze everything 
and discuss what it happened during the raid, why some 
rotations didn’t work, why healers didn’t heal at their 
maximum level and so on.”. In this perspective, players 
learn to make sense of their data by simply participating to 
the activities of their guild, as the majority of participants 
highlighted (22 out of 36). 
However, in guilds, knowledge is not only transmitted and 
developed through “learning by doing” and by interiorizing 
routines and traditions, as we have seen above. During my 
research in WoW, I often relied on the suggestions of a 
“guide” to find the best solutions for my mage. My 
penultimate guild, in particular, was organized along a 
series of guides representing the most experienced players 
within the group: the guide for the mages, Mytral, had an 
astonishing encyclopedic knowledge of all the different 
items, gear, enchants and talents pertaining to a mage. 
When I decided to turn my spec from frost to arcane, I 
invited him to take a bottle of wine in the Stormwind’s 
tavern and then we started to talk: “your stats priority 
should be intellect, mastery, haste and crit, keeping your 
mana as high as possible through potions or evocations”. 
Since then and for a long time after, he was my reference 
point for all my doubts, helping me balance my skills and 
collect those items that I needed to achieve such goal.  
This openness to others can be found in many players. On 
the one hand, most of the hardcore gamers that spend 
months acquiring knowledge about their character become 
a guide in the guild where they belong to influencing other 
players that seek suggestions (10 out of 16). Besides 
gaining social centrality by being respected by others and 
recognized for their competence, as Eloin emphasizes, it is 
precisely through teaching to others that players can further 
develop their own knowledge. Kairo explains “I would have 
never known my character so well, in all its stats, 
combinations, possibilities, if I had not become a guide in 
my guild. Listen to others and trying to solve their problems 
push you to deepen your understanding, to study more [...] 
it’s like a challenge, and you have to go into those 
particular numbers to face it”. On the other hand, most 
guild members seek guides and friendships, since such 
relationships help them grow their in-game abilities and 
develop their identities as players: guides are willing to 
listen to the players’ problems and offer extremely tailored 
recommendations unlikely achievable otherwise.  
CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGN 
I will now present a series of design considerations for PI 
based on my study findings. Although my research tried to 
go beyond the traditional separation between ethnography 
and design [17], such considerations are outlined in a 
separate section for the commodity of the reader. 
Transform data into dynamic digital objects. This 
consideration suggests making PI data more “concrete”, by 
inserting them into graphical entities evolving with the user. 
WoW shows to PI research that data can be inscribed into 
visible “virtual objects”, each one with its own meanings. 
Players find value in such objects, as previous research 
pointed out, because they are useful, enjoyable, and 
sharable, allowing for remembering and self-expression 
[99]. Musabirov et al. [61] found that digital objects in 
games have status- and aesthetic-related value dimensions. 
Livingston et al. [52] listed ten different values that players 
ascribe to their characters, from self-expression to 
sociability and memory. My study corroborates these 
findings, emphasizing that WoW items depict an 
impressionistic representation of the context in which they 
were collected, enriching the value of the information they 
symbolize. Each piece of gear remains inextricably 
connected with the place and the moment in which it was 
gained: its appearance, its name and its provenance are all 
elements that provide contextual information in a glance. 
Moreover, such “data” are autonomous and circumscribed 
entities which can be exchanged, sold, destroyed.  
In PI domain, the importance of the context has been noted 
by a variety of research. Rapp & Cena [73] found that 
inexperienced self-trackers seek contextual information to 
remember episodes connected with certain collected data. 
To satisfy this need, Li et al. [51] and Bentley et al. [2] 
designed systems that display contextual information along 
with PI data. Recently, Elsden et al. [27] proposed to design 
for producing evocative or emotional engagements with 
personal data and for recollecting specific moments.  
WoW suggests that both numbers and context can be 
included into intuitive graphical representations, small 
packages of data uniquely characterized by names, images 
and properties, which can be preserved, collected, used, 
discharged and exchanged. In this perspective, data  may 
not only be clustered around significant life events, but also 
acquire an autonomous “identity”: each data-package would 
have a peculiar form, immediately recognizable, inspiring a 
variety of connected thoughts and memories. Remembering 
how and why certain data were gathered could enrich their 
interpretation increasing the user’s self-knowledge. This 
goes together with the idea that PI does not have to pursue 
the goal of a total recall of the past, as it happens in 
lifelogging research. Rather, it should embrace a design that 
allows for forgetting [84], in which past data, connected 
with negative life moments can be “destroyed” by the user: 
data-packages could be discharged, sold, or simply 
concealed for a certain period of time. In this perspective, 
data sharing acquires a novel meaning as well: it becomes a 
way to exchange intimate experiences and memories in the 
form of “data-gifts”, rather than to expose performances.  
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Moreover, WoW shows that players recognize themselves in 
a digital representation: such recognition might support a 
process of self-awareness, as it happens when we look into 
a mirror [97]. What is important, here, is the mutability of 
the avatar, its capability of reflecting its “internal” changes, 
namely the changes in data, on its surface, and the sense of 
agency that players perceive in driving such modifications. 
PI research is striving to find new modalities to visualize 
personal data: Nafus et al. [62] and Epstein et al. [24] 
proposed to support multiple, simultaneous takes on data. 
However, they remained focused on abstract and static 
visualizations. Ubifit garden [14] and BeuPo [37], instead, 
used metaphoric visualizations of the user’s data. 
Nevertheless, these attempts were oriented toward changing 
behavior, rather than increasing her self-reflection.  
WoW suggests that PI could adopt intuitive and concrete 
representations of the collected data, instead of analytic and 
abstract ones. These representations could be customizable 
by the user, and be addressed to support the projection into 
and the development of an emotional connection with the 
data, instead of being aimed at promoting behavior change 
dynamics. Visualizations that grow and evolve with the 
user, symbolizing different data aspects in diverse 
particulars of their “surface” would transmit a variety of 
information in a glance, without requiring a numeric 
literacy. This would also increase the opportunities for self-
reflection, namely a reflection on the “self”, and not merely 
on the data, since moving toward “concrete” forms of 
visualization would value the evocation of meanings, 
sensations and memories connected with data, rather than 
their rational examination. 
Provide users with multiple analysis tools tailored to their 
expertise. This consideration recommends focusing on the 
user’s level of experience in manipulating her data, 
providing personalized instruments accordingly. 
Lazar et al. [42] emphasized that novices in using wearable 
technologies often cannot find any kind of utility in the data 
they collect, being overwhelmed by a plethora of useless 
numbers. Similarly, Rapp & Cena [73] highlighted how 
inexperienced PI users find their data meaningless because 
they cannot figure out how to make them actionable: for 
this, after an initial use, such tools are quickly abandoned. 
In the initial phases of WoW, players find similar 
difficulties in accounting for their data, as my notes 
emphasized. They cannot understand how to extract value 
from them. However, soon characters’ data become 
valuable because players have the opportunity to 
immediately assess their effects on the field, also 
comparing their stats with others. This suggests that PI 
research should work on exploring design features 
highlighting how data can be made immediately actionable: 
currently, there is a lack of PI instruments specifically 
addressed to novices in self-tracking [73, 75]. For example, 
PI systems could provide features to forecast how slightly 
variations in the user’s data could impact on her everyday 
activities in the future through simulation. Users could then 
“manipulate” their own data, e.g. by purposely varying 
activity levels, experimenting how they would likely affect 
other parameters. Moreover, PI systems could provide clear 
terms of comparison, to enable an assessment of users’ 
situation: they could be invited to confront their current 
data with those of individuals with similar features and 
experience as well as collecting the same information. 
WoW further promotes the idea that players at different 
levels of experience in managing their data might have 
different “numeric” needs. On the one hand, it provides 
users in search for quick answers to “big problems” with 
one-click tools that do not require any strong effort to be 
mastered. On the other hand, it suggests that PI instruments 
could make available more complex functionalities as the 
user’s experience in interacting with her data increases, 
offering more specific and tailored recommendations as her 
capabilities of formulating precise research questions 
develop. WoW’s most expert players are engaged in 
optimizing practices that require highly specialized tools. 
This phenomenon has been investigated in previous 
research, being defined as theorycrafting, i.e., the art and 
science of investigating game mechanics that cannot be 
discovered through ordinary play [13, 91].  Nardi [63] 
discovered that WoW theorycrafters conduct analyses in 
which they coordinate multiple results, use theory 
pragmatically, and reason through uncertainty. This practice 
has been found in other videogames as well, e.g. among 
Starcraft [4] players, who analyze professional matches 
presented in formats allowable by media technologies [43].  
Although detailed metric-tracking for WoW has mostly 
been discussed negatively, e.g., by highlighting that it 
focused players on performance rather than experience [67], 
my research points to its benefits, since it improves players’ 
sense-making. There are similarities between such practices 
and PI data interpretation processes, highlighting that we 
can learn from “theorycrafters” to understand how “expert” 
users can successfully make sense of their own data through 
formulation of hypotheses, self-experimentation, and 
thorough analyses. It also suggests that expert users, both 
gamers and trackers, have diverse information needs and 
value different analyzing tools with respect to “novices”. 
Applications like that designed by Karkar et al. [46], which 
gives aids to formulate hypotheses to be tested in order to 
support self-experimentation, may then represent a valuable 
solution if addressed to expert PI users; however, they 
could be confounding for those that do not have well-
defined goals. For such inexperienced trackers, PI systems 
could also recommend objectives to be reached and propose 
easy-to-read interpretations of their data (e.g. based on what 
other similar users do and understand).  
WoW exemplifies a development model that could be 
inspiring for PI, whereby diverse analyzing tools can be 
easily connected with a flexible platform, offering 
supplementary possibilities of action and visualization on 
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the same data, depending on the user’s level of experience. 
Whereas common PI tools are not designed to address users 
at different levels of expertise simultaneously, this model 
supports the proliferation of instruments aimed at satisfying 
idiosyncratic needs, which can be plugged and unplugged 
depending on the user’s characteristics. Features could be 
also automatically adapted to the user’s expertise, changing 
as her experience with data increases. This would provide a 
more flexible mechanism than creating an ultimate 
application capable of meeting all the users’ expectations. 
Design PI “guilds” as small communities of practice. This 
consideration proposes to design “gamified groups” where 
users can learn each other and cooperate for a common aim. 
WoW provides its players with a series of flexible social 
structures, i.e. the guilds, that support them in turning data 
into meanings. Mastering the numeric knowledge needed to 
obtain the most important game achievements becomes a 
collective endeavor, whereby players in different roles are 
all devoted to understand how to better their characters and 
their dynamics of play. Such social structures can be 
described as communities of practice, where individuals 
meet to exchange common interests and objectives, with the 
aim of developing knowledge and themselves [48, 49]. In 
these communities, mastery is acquired by doing with 
others, by learning through observation and participation, 
and by absorbing social practices, routines and traditions. 
Social structures like WoW’s guilds can be imagined in the 
PI context as well, by designing closed small groups with a 
common goal, where people learn to know each other, and 
participate to activities of sense-making. What is important 
here is that these “communities of practice” can be a perfect 
environment to develop knowledge in managing numbers, 
through mutual help and knowledge transfer. This does not 
happen in common PI communities, since they are mostly 
focused on exposing achievements or behavior change [77]. 
Previous research showed that PI users may be reluctant in 
exposing their data on public for privacy reasons, for 
example on general Social Network Sites [31, 80], where 
audience may also not be interested in receiving updates 
about collected data [25]. But other works emphasized that 
users do not avoid the data exchange when they have a 
precise goal [11, 14, 81]. These studies show that users 
could willingly share their data if they can gain a positive 
outcome. Opportunities for obtaining useful and tailored 
recommendations may motivate PI users to exchange data 
with others; while a limited exposition of their personal 
information to personally known, trusted, and expert figures 
could reassure them that their privacy will not be violated. 
Such small groups could be gamified with gameful tasks to 
be collectively accomplished (e.g. totalizing a certain 
amount of steps), or problems to be solved, in order to 
foster the collaboration among members (e.g. by pushing 
users to expose their questions through a sort of “pitch” in 
front of the other members). 
This might also counterbalance drawbacks of systems 
where individuals focus on self-improvement and 
individual achievement, which might result from metric-
tracking. Braithwaite [7] emphasized that WoW has, over 
the course of its lifetime, trended away from collaborative 
effort in favor of measures of individual achievement, 
supporting solo battles that reiterate the importance of 
characters’ optimization. The introduction of pick-up 
groups, instrumentally oriented to empower characters, also 
reduced the opportunity of socialization [26]. Crenshaw et 
al. [18] stressed that a hyper-quantified way of approaching 
WoW has become prevalent today, jeopardizing social 
relations. Designing small PI communities of practices, 
therefore, might prevent this negative tendency: the 
closeness of the participants becomes a fundamental 
element to create a sense of intimacy that might support the 
development of a mutual understanding and cooperation.   
Gamified designs could also make the groups compete each 
other. This would motivate to “learn” both users that enjoy 
a competitive rewarding structure, and those that prefer a 
collaborative rewarding structure, who will work mainly for 
the sake of the group they belong to [1]. Moreover, design 
could grant flexibility to the social structure of these 
groups, so that users could set their own hierarchies and 
rules. This could turn into a set of “routines” to be learnt for 
becoming part of the group itself, through which 
“interpretative habits” and rules of thumb for managing 
data could be transmitted. Finally, another design solution 
could be to create a virtuous circle where the more expert 
players are fostered to guide less experienced ones because 
they can gain visibility and reputation, by showing their 
competence and attracting social relationships. At the same 
time, by becoming a guide, players will have the 
opportunity of perfecting their knowledge, by facing 
problems that they would have not encountered otherwise. 
DISCUSSION 
My findings pointed to design solutions that aim at going 
beyond the common gamification techniques currently 
employed in PI systems, increasing their potentialities to 
engage, enjoy, and support users in their sense-making 
activities. Suggestions for embodying data into digital 
entities make numeric data more “concrete”, which 
otherwise would risk of leading to an excessive 
“quantification”, and consequently rationalization, of 
visceral phenomena, as many PI tracked parameters are, 
such as emotions and body symptoms, somehow misleading 
the person’s self-knowledge [87]. Here, instead, we can 
imagine instruments empowering the natural way through 
which we appraise our internal experiences (i.e. by 
ascribing meanings to them), instead of pushing ourselves 
toward modalities of analysis closer to how machines 
“think”. Moreover, providing diversified tools depending 
on the user’s level of expertise can overcome the one-size-
fits-all approach that has been strongly criticized even in 
the gamification domain [45, 24]. This would balance the 
level of “challenge” in managing PI data on the basis of the 
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individual’s competence, turning this practice in a sort of an 
engaging game, whereby the “hardest” sense-making tasks 
would be accomplished by the more expert users by using 
sophisticated tools, and the inexperienced ones would be 
guided step-by-step by the system. Finally, structuring PI 
communities in small sense-making gamified groups may 
actually foster users’ enjoyment rather than performances, 
by creating a sense of closeness among the group members, 
which, in turn, would support the willingness of having fun 
together in collectively exploring PI data, rather than the 
individual competition to “win” a challenge, as used in 
most of the gamified app for behavior change [68]. 
These suggestions, then, partially divert from the common 
trend in PI design where gamification is employed more to 
change behavior rather than increasing self-knowledge. In a 
behavior modification frame, games have been identified as 
possible sources for “deceptive” behavior changes. 
Exploring the changing technological configuration of 
gambling activities in Las Vegas, Schüll [86] emphasized 
how certain game designs may be deliberately created for 
engendering an extreme involvement in their users, so that 
to support the development of states of addiction: game 
mechanics in this context are used to induce a “machine 
life”, whereby the user’s body is pushed to continuously 
respond to the rhythms of the system, reducing its agency 
and producing an hypnotic state. This is also the case of 
many entertainment games, such as the MMORPGs that I 
investigated in my fieldwork, which have been reported to 
be the leading culprit of video game addiction [16].  
If the employment of such design techniques may be 
ethically questionable even in their original contexts, where 
players deliberately choose to and actually search for being 
deeply engaged, they may raise much more moral concerns 
when they are applied in other situations, like PI, where 
they could strengthen and give more evidence to underlying 
tendencies already present. For example, it has been noted 
that PI designs might support a sort of “feedback loop for 
behavior change”, “where people are approached as 
computer-like information processors, or ‘autocorrelating 
servomechanisms’” [83], and behavior is steered through 
automatic reactions: despite the illusory perception of 
making users agent of change through a renewed self-
awareness, these devices would elicit a stimulus-response 
circle, where the user regulates her behavior on the basis of 
new data almost automatically, until she achieves the 
desired result [87]. In this perspective, gamified elements 
risk to reinforce forms of automated behavior. For this, I 
tried to favor design suggestions supporting sense-making 
and knowledge development rather than elicitation of 
behavior. By and large, it is worthy noting that by 
transferring design elements from one environment to 
another, we cannot avoid asking ourselves whether the 
employment of certain design elements may be licit and 
ethically justifiable in the target context.  
Another point important to be highlighted is related to the 
hypotheses that guided this research. I assumed that WoW’s 
“game data” and PI systems’ “personal data” were similar 
in their underlying mechanisms: in other words, I 
hypothesized that WoW’s players and PI users would 
encounter more or less the same issues in interpreting their 
numbers and would attempt to enact comparable procedures 
to account for them. Fieldwork confirmed this similarity, 
pointing that hardcore gamers’ strategies for managing data 
are close to those of the quantified selfers, and that novice 
players find the same difficulties that inexperienced self-
trackers encounter in their tracking practices. On the basis 
of this “bridge”, I suggested some design considerations 
that, drawing inspiration from WoW’s best practices, aim at 
supporting data sense-making and learning through 
numbers. I also hypothesized that a game can be broken 
down in singular parts and that such parts would maintain 
their effects after being transplanted in other contexts. Here, 
again, the fieldwork appears to suggest that WoW’s 
mechanics might work even when considered alone. Some 
players, for instance, reported to have problem in managing 
“self-experiments” alone and recounted how they learnt to 
“play” by only relying on the help of others. However, they 
explained that this was the same learning modality they 
employed in other “complex games I played, such as EVE 
Online” as said by Feilyn. This may support the assumption 
that such game mechanics maintain their impact, even if 
only for specific kinds of individuals, independently from 
the game frame where they are inscribed.  
A final point is related to the incremental structure of WoW. 
Add-ons, for example, changed over the years, whereby 
new tools have been developed, and others were 
discharged. As reported by our participants, nonetheless, 
new tools did not affect the whole structure of the game, but 
only some specific aspects, suggesting that some game 
elements may have a delimited effect. However, I cannot 
guarantee that the elements recounted here would work 
exactly in the same way when used in other domains, since 
the game as a whole, e.g. its narratives and overarching 
goals, could influence how such mechanics are interpreted 
by individuals. For this, I suggest to frame the 
considerations outlined above as “design hypotheses” [35], 
who will need further validation tests to prove their 
effectiveness. This said, the main objective of gamification 
is not to exactly replicate the “lived experience” of games, 
which would be impossible, but only to get as close as 
much as possible to their enjoyable experience, and to 
exploit their “best practices” to support users in their tasks.  
CONCLUSION 
In this work, I made two main contributions. First, I 
described how WoW’s players learn to manage the 
quantitative information needed to play the game at best, 
how they ascribe meaning to numbers, and how they turn 
them into action. Second I provided a series of design 
considerations to transfer WoW’s best practices in 
supporting players making sense of their data to PI domain. 
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